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Please, do not open an Incident to Travelport relating to ADMs. For all ADM enquiries and submissions 
regarding Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges, please contact: ADMTSE@travelport.com.  

  

This document sets out the Travelport Canada ADM Guarantee Policy (“this Policy”) in dealing with the 
reimbursement of Agency Debit Memos (ADMs) for airline tickets exchanged using Travelport Smartpoint 
Exchanges application. 

 

➢ This Policy doesn’t supersede or replace the general Travelport Guarantee Policy. This Policy only 
applies to Apollo users that are Canadian agencies and with point of sale Canada, having exchanged an 
airline ticket using the Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges application. 

➢ Travelport is under no obligation to make any ADM payments, but will in certain circumstances make 
ADM payments to current subscribers/customers (each, a “Subscriber”) where an ADM meets the 
criteria set out in this Policy. 

➢ These payments are entirely at Travelport's discretion and do not create any legal obligation on 
Travelport to make any such payments in the future. 

➢ This Policy should be treated as a guide only and does not alter or create any contractual agreement 
between Travelport and the Subscriber. This Policy is confidential as between the Subscriber and 
Travelport and is not to be provided to or shared with third parties. 

➢ Travelport may revise, withdraw and/or replace this Policy at any time without prior notice. This Policy 
supersedes any provisions in previous policies setting out the treatment of ADM payments, with 
respect to Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges. 

➢ Travelport may review and consider all valid ADM submissions as set out in this Policy. Travelport's 
decision on such ADM submissions is at its sole discretion, final and not open to appeal. 

ADM Eligibility Requirements 

In order to be eligible for review and/or consideration for ADM payment by Travelport, the request must meet 
the below criteria: 

➢ ADM, received by the agency, must have been issued against a ticket that was exchanged using the 
Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges application, on Apollo system (1V). 

➢ Ticket exchange must have been issued using Travelport Smartpoint v8.1 or higher. 

➢ Ticket exchange must have been quoted and the new fare stored by Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges. 

➢ Ticket must have been exchanged using Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges. 

➢ Ticket must have been exchanged using the latest Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges application version 
v8.0 or higher, available on Marketplace, at the time of exchange issuance. 

➢ Ticket must have been exchanged on/after March 4, 2019. 

➢ Original ticket that has been exchanged must not have been manually priced (HHPR or Fare 
Identification Codes applied manually). 

➢ Agent receiving the ADM must have attended Travelport instructor-led classes found in MyLearning 
(Introduction to Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges and Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges Beyond the 
Basics). 

➢ ADM must not be a result of invalid data filed by the carrier or due to non-standard pricing results. 

➢ ADM must be submitted in accordance with the ADM submission process and accompanied by all 
required information as outlined below in this Policy. 

➢ ADM must be issued against a ticket that has already been used to provide passenger transportation. 
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➢ ADM must be submitted within 12 months of the exchange date. 

Non-Eligible ADM's 

ADMs that will not be considered for review 

Subject to the ADM Eligibility Requirements set out above, and in addition to circumstances where an ADM has 
been wrongly or fraudulently submitted, Travelport will not consider reimbursement for any ADMs which arise 
as a result of any of the following (note that this list is not exhaustive): 

  

➢ The exchange has not been quoted by Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges or verified as quoted by 
Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges. Such information is being coded and documented in the PNR for 
each exchange process.  

➢ The exchange has not been issued using Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges. Such information is being 
coded and documented in the PNR for each exchange process.  

➢ The exchange has been performed against the carrier rules and ticket conditions. If a ticket condition 
found in Category 16 or Category 31 mention that changes are not permitted, the ADM request will be 
rejected. 

➢ The original ticket issued prior to exchange was not automatically priced and automatically ticketed on 
the Apollo system. The original ticket that has been exchanged must not have been manually priced or 
verified as manually priced by Travelport (including HHPR and Fare Identification Code manually 
applied). 

➢ The exchange has been issued using Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges but has been automatically 
priced before issuance. Any automated pricing issue must be submitted pursuant to the Travelport 
Guarantee Policy and is not part of this Policy.  

➢ The penalty amount quoted by Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges has been manually adjusted by the 
agent and has been lowered from the original one quoted by the application. Such information is being 
coded and documented in the PNR for each exchange process. 

➢ The penalty amount could not be found by Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges and no penalty was 
applied by the agent, hence failing to adhere to ticket fare conditions/rules. Such information is being 
coded and documented in the PNR for each exchange process. 

➢ The additional collection is less than the original quoted amount by Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges 
because the agent modified either the Fare Quote Entry and/or the passive segments. 

➢ Commission claims (no collection, over-collection and under-collection) are not covered since the 
process is requiring agent manual adjustment and cannot be automated. 

➢ Baggage allowance inclusion/exclusion is not covered since it can be manually adjusted throughout the 
process and changed by the carrier. 

➢ ADM resulting from typing wrong data in pricing record fields, such as tour code, ticket designator, 
endorsement box. 

➢ ADM resulting from selecting the wrong flight segments during the exchange process. 

➢ The use of Branded Fares modifiers where fare rule provisions have been violated or incorrectly 
applied. It is the agent’s responsibility to quote using the applicable Branded Fare modifier. 

➢ Involuntary exchanges: any fields such as tour code, endorsement box, ticket designator that have 
been manually adjusted and/or modified by the agent during the exchange process, including typing 
mistakes. 

➢ Name change exchanges since the application is not able to determine the carrier rules and conditions 
related to name changes. 

➢ Known limitations are clearly listed in the user guide, which can be found on MyTravelport. Known 
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limitations are not covered by this Policy. 

➢ Errors in carrier fare filing or other carrier-initiated fare errors. 

➢ Abusive, fraudulent or invalid booking practices such as canceling and rebooking to circumvent fare 
rules or creation of multiple bookings. 

➢ Non-fares related fees and charges, e.g. airline administration fee, first/second checked baggage fees, 
commissions, endorsements, tour codes, ticket designator. 

➢ Tickets issued/exchanged using fare data obtained from outside the Travelport Apollo system. 

➢ Tickets issued for pending or future travel (travel that is not yet completed). 

➢ ADMs issued for variance in interpretation of fare rules where automated rules do not exist or apply. 

➢ Any fare stored not using Travelport Smartpoint Exchanges: manually constructed fares including 
manually created fare quotes (Pricing Record Builder used as a standalone or HHPR), use of fill-in-
formats, fare identification codes (where fare rule provisions have been violated), pricing modifiers 
(such as stopover, connections, break point and discount modifiers) or any manipulation of the 
itinerary and pricing application. 

➢ Violation of sales restrictions associated with the usage of a non-Adult passenger type code, e.g. form 
of payment, residency and/or eligibility restrictions, passenger age, etc. 

➢ Tickets exchanged irrespective of system alerts displayed during pricing for ticket issuance that require 
agency review to confirm price results are applicable for the itinerary, e.g. round-the-world pricing 
results. 

➢ Over-collection of fares or taxes. 

➢ ADMs attributable to Plating Carrier Selection. 


